From Westwood Plaza, enter Medical Plaza Driveway.

**Patient Drop-off Option #1:** (street level, one flight above clinic)
Patients may be dropped off while drivers park. We have seating outside the building, in the lobby, or in clinic. *Note: we’re currently piloting a patient escort program Monday mornings and Fridays. If you see a “way finder” wearing a blue shirt, they may escort the patient to check in.*

Circle driveway again to enter the parking structure.

Drive down & follow the signs to the **300 Medical Plaza parking**. Stay left then take 2 more lefts.

**Patient Drop-off Option #2:** (level B1, same level as clinic)
20-minute free parking at "300 Medical Plaza Patient Drop-off/Pick-up". Clinic entrance is on the same level (B1).

After drop-off, turn left and follow "Return to Parking Access". Obtain a ticket from the ticket dispenser.

Look for parking near rows L & M, which are closest to the clinic entrance OR (recommended) follow signs for "Parking and exit on Lower level" to level B2.

Once on level B2, follow signs for 100 Medical Plaza. Once you pass the 100 building entrance, make a right & continue to the end of section L.

**Elevators & stairs** are between B2 rows L & N. **Come on up to B1!**

The **clinic entrance** is right in front of the B1 elevator & stairs. **We look forward to seeing you!**